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Abstract
Reserve modeling is one of the essential aspects of exploration activity. Reserve modeling of
ore commodities has classic challenges such as grade distribution and quantity of the ore
reserve. This study introduced a novel reserve modeling protocol incorporated kriging
methods for nickel laterite deposits. The study parameters consist of geological modeling and
statistical analytic using the ordinary kriging method and nearest neighbor polygon. This
study shows that the ordinary kriging method has a conservative estimation compared to the
nearest neighbor polygon. Besides, the rectangular drilling pattern is the most suitable
drilling pattern for the exploration activity of this study.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Reserve modeling is an essential aspect of the mining industry for the evaluation of potential
mineral deposits. The purpose of reserves modeling is to give illustration through 3D modeling,
grade distribution, and estimation of quality and quantity of reserves based on mine planning
(Krzemień et al., 2016). This study was conducted in the South Sulawesi, Indonesia, on nickel ore
deposits. The study area is hilly with a 30 – 50 m slope that acts as a nickel ore deposit trap. Nickel
ore deposits are generally found on the slope embankment between ridges and hills (Porwal et al.,
2010). Nickel ore deposit in this area is a laterite type deposit that occurs from the weathering of
ultramafic rocks such as peridotite and serpentinite (Putzolu et al., 2020). The bedrock consists of
peridotite and serpentinite. The weathering process may cause Al and Ca levels to low, while Fe,
Mg, Ni, and Co are high (Scarciglia et al., 2016.). The dissolved Ni mineral and Mg during the
groundwater weathering process will form garnierite mineral H4(Mg, Ni)3SiO9 or H2(Ni, Mg) SiO4n
H2O. Granite is commonly found in the rock cracks.
This study investigated nickel grade distribution through geostatistical methods. The investigated
nickel grade is divided into two categories, low grade (1.9 – 2.3% Ni) and high grade (>2.3% Ni).
The final result of this study is a 3D model of ore reserves estimation.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Resources estimation methods are investigated in various studies (Bargawa, 2016; Zulkarnain and
Bargawa, 2018; Yuan et al., 2020; Bargawa and Tobing, 2020). Based on those study, there are
generally two methods which suitable for nickel laterite deposit; nearest neighbor polygon (NNP)
and inverse distance (ID) (Ramesh et al., 2005). The geostatistical method also has capabilities for
estimation in the nickel laterite deposit (Ilyas et al., 2016). Variographic studies are used for
evaluating the spatial correlation between nickel grade (Jiang & Zhu, 2017).
Resource estimation models in this study are derived from the geological model, such as core
drilling, which contains essays and composite (Ding et al., 2019). Geostatistical methods used in
the model for spatial analysis for interpretation of general nickel deposit characteristics such as
grade and composite. This study's modeling uses block model principles through kriging variances
(Guo & Dias, 2020). Geological conditions and topographic are used as limitations for the
estimation of nickel reserves (Hadji et al., 2013).

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study's research methodology consists of data validation, geological modeling, topographic
modeling, statistical analysis, and reserves modeling. The research methodology is shown in Figure
1.
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Data entry and checking
Enter assay data and drilling
locations into the computer
database
Statistical analysis
Check and correct data

Check the database
for possible bias due to
preferential sample

Geological modeling
Plot the cross-sections:
vertical and horizontal of
drill hole

Create a geological
interpretation based on the crosssection and digitization
Geological interpretation

Wireframing
Interpret domain boundaries

Build block models with
topographic data, mine
boundaries, and geological
information. The plot, check
the vertical and horizontal
cross-sections of the model

Composite the
drilling data
Descriptive statistics
and histogram composite
data for each mineral
Topographic modeling
Factor analysis and
regression analysis to assist
in data interpretation

Contour digitization and
boundaries

Analyze the variogram
for each mineral, for each
rock type, determine the
method of estimation

Compare rock types in the
model and
composite database
Check the consistency of
geological interpretation work

The point estimate for
each mineral. Calculate rock
boundaries, improve the
method and parameters of the
estimation
Model construction

Estimate the mineral grade for each block using the estimation method
Enter grades into the model

Model presentation and tabulation
A plot of vertical and horizontal
sections at various benches
Check data, composite grade, and
geological interpretation

Calculate and resources within
various cut-off grade

Input to mine planning

Figure 1. Research flowchart
III.1. Data input and validation
Data input for this modeling is drilling data with several variables such as assay, collar, survey, and
density. The effectiveness of drilling patterns based on spatial statistical analysis will be discussed.
III.2. Statistical Analysis
Univariate statistical analysis was used to calculate nickel grade—the statistical analysis result
displayed in a histogram. The data distribution was determined based on the histogram for data
interpretation in general.
III.3. Geological and Topographic Modeling
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The geological model is used for ore reserves limitation from being extrapolation outsize the
mineralized blocks. The topographic model is also used in the ore reserves limitation through
digitization in the study area. The interpretation of the topography model is carried using the
software.
III.4. Block Modeling
Block modeling in this study started with a wireframe process. Wireframe of block modeling
constructed from a three-dimensional framework of certain polygons. The wireframe is constructed
in many ways for interpretation between domain boundaries and polygons (Coombes, 2008). The
10 x 10 x block volume is equal to wireframing volume. The block model of this study is generated
from a block with a size of 1 m
The polygon method of wireframing is a basic concept of modeling. It illustrates mineral deposits
characteristics in a certain area based on a certain point. The area of influence volume is estimated
using equation 1 (Coombes, 2008).
𝑉 =𝐴𝑥𝑇
where:
V = Volume of Area of Influence (m3)
A = Area of Influence (m2)
T = Ore thickness (m)

(1)

III.5. Grade Estimation
The grade estimation in this study is using the ordinary kriging (OK) method. A variographic study
was conducted prior to reserve estimation. The variographic study was conducted based on assay
data to determine the spatial correlation between samples. The spatial correlation may indicate a
correction of direction and distance of nickel grade distribution in the model. The estimation of
block grade uses the following formula:

Z* = åi wi zi

i = 1, ...n

(2)
Weight (wi) is solved using the OK formula as follows:
n

å w .s -µ = s
å w =1
j

i =1

i

ij

01

(3)

i

(4)
Remarks:
sij : sample and sample covariance
s01 : block and sample covariance
III.6. Reserve Estimation
Reserves estimation was performed through reserve modeling with geological and topographical
constraints. The reserves tonnage is estimated through the multiplication of block volume and
density.
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IV. FINDING AND DISCUSSION
IV.1. Data input and validation
The number of drill holes inputted is 261 holes, with the distance between borehole is 12.5 m. The
input variable from drill hole data includes assay, collar, survey, and density of 1.92 t/m3. The drill
hole location is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Drill hole location
IV.2. Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis result is shown in Table 1. The nickel assay histogram is shown in Figure 3.
Table 1. Statistical Analysis Result
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Statistical parameters
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
standard deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count

Value
1.043
0.008
0.907
0.270
0.705
0.497
7.194
2.075
6.483
0.046
6.529
7832.080
7508
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Figure 3. Nickel assay histogram
IV.3. Geological and Topographical Modeling
The constraint of geological and topographical modeling used in this study is shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5.

Figure 4. Geological 3D model of the nickel deposit

Figure 5. Topographic model of the study area
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IV.4. Block Modeling
Variographic analysis before conducting the block modeling is shown in Figure 6. The analysis
was conducted in a GeoviaTM Surpac.

Figure 6. Variographic Analysis
Based on the analysis, the major distribution of nickel grade is on N 75.5 E with an area of
influence (AoI) of 34 m (Figure 7). The block model of the ore deposits through OK methods
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 7. Results of nickel grade anisotropy analysis
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Figure 8. 3D block model showing the distribution of nickel grades.

Figure 9. The kriging variance showing the sample configuration index
IV.5. Grade and Reserve Estimation
Grade and reserve estimation displayed on each cross-section (Figure 10). The reserves estimation
using OK and NNP are shown in Table 3.

Figure 10. Cross-Section Model
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Table 3. Estimated results of nickel ore reserves
Waste

Low Grade

High Grade

Grade
( % Ni)

Tonnage

Grade
( % Ni)

Tonnage
(Ton)

Grade
( % Ni)

Tonnage

OK

1.46

349,014

2.08

171,400

2,43

43.482

NNP

1.46

355,000

2.11

175,000

2.45

44,500

IV.6. Discussion
Based on the result above, the 261 drilling data with a distance of 12.5m for each borehole is giving
a coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.70. A descriptive statistical analysis was used to determine the
CV. Based on spatial statistical analysis, the nugget and sill are 0.0 and 0.8, respectively. The
direction of the major and minor anisotropy based on spatial statistical analysis is indicated as a
clear pattern. Hence, a rectangular sampling pattern is proposed to be the most suitable pattern for
exploration. This study has indicated a low coefficient of variation from data so that choosing OK
or NNP estimation methods are flexible. However, spatial statistical analysis has shown that nickel
grade is not uniform. This result may indicate that selection of estimation methods should be
conducted carefully based on several parameters. The digitization of the limonite and saprolite zone
was done through a hard boundary method from the geological model. The reserve estimation was
conducted from the geological model. As a result, reserve estimation modeling is quite
representative. The low grade and high-grade zones are displayed thoroughly and can be used for
further study.
Table 3 is an estimated result of ore reserve based on reserve estimation modeling. The saprolite
layer has a greater total volume of nickel ore than the limonite layer. This result indicates a
concentration of nickel deposits in that layer.

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Based on the result and discussion above, there are several highlight points of this study. The
rectangular drilling pattern is proposed as the most suitable drilling pattern in the area based on
variograph analysis. The data has a relatively low CV (0.7). The reserve estimation methods
selections, namely OK and NNP, must be carried out carefully for nickel ore deposit. The estimated
nickel deposit is concentrated in a saprolite layer. The reserves estimation model has shown a
distinguished model of low and high-grade zones, and it can be used for further study. The findings
of this study are quite useful, but this study only discusses aspects of the geological domain, so
further research is needed on the grade estimation method for estimating ore grades.
Suggestions for further research are to analyze nickel ore block grade estimation methods, for
example, NNP (nearest neighbor polygon, inverse distance weighting, linear and non-linear
kriging.
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